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I hope you are all prepared for the onslaught of Windows 10. 

 

As you all probably have heard, July 29th is the release date and Microsoft is 

going all out to make sure most everyone has it.  As you undoubtedly know 

Windows 10 will be a free download to all who are now using Windows 7, 

8, or 8.1.    

As we understand now, it will come as an optional update.  It also is not nec-

essary to rush to download on July 29th as it will be available for a year.  Not 

to mention that the traffic on Microsoft’s site will be tremendous.   

It is recommended that you make an image of your present system just in 

case things don't go the way they should.  That way you can always go back 

and start over if necessary.  The power could cut out momentarily, the inter-

net could drop out. or some other problem could interrupt your 

download which could cause it not to work right, so an image is good insur-

ance.  

 

This month’s Bytes has the most recent Windows 10 articles that were available 

up until the Bytes publication. 

 Ongoing articles on Windows 10 will appear in future Bytes. 

 

 

 

Ron  

Charlotte County 

Computer Group 

2280 Aaron Street 

Port Charlotte, FL 

Phone: 941-585-

0356 

941-625-4175  x244  

E-mail: 

http://www.cccgc.net
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Richard Bader didn't even sit down after 
winning the free drawing when he realized 
he had the winning ticket for all that 
money. He turned around and walked a 
few steps back up front and there he was, 
before the camera smiling away flaunting 
his green backs.   

It could be you getting your picture taken 
next time. 

 Door Prize Winners 

Left To Right 

MARLENE ERHARDT 

JOANNE NICHOLSON 

PAT WINTERS 

RICHARD BADER 

JONAS LOUIS 

 

Yvette Pilch was surprised when her single 
ticket was pulled out. 

On a whim, she purchased a ticket and was 
really thrilled with the computer she won.  

Now she has to figure out how to get it into the 

house to replace another. Anyone can win. 
Maybe next time it will be you.   

Thanks for purchasing tickets. 
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  Program High-Lights 

The Executive Board and Members of 

CCCGC welcome each of you to the 

group.  We’re Here To Help. Member-

ship Has Its Privileges. 

If you have any questions, concerns or 

need computer help, please contact us 

WELCOME New Members 

 

 

Janice Koudelka  Karl Koudelka  Joy Ritzer 

Mary Rizzo  Elsa Diaz  Fernando Diaz 

Christopher Shaw Samuel Coleman Bill Nuce 

Nancy Nuce  Milorky Tavarez  Virgilin Tavarez 

 

SMART TV was presented by Scott Baty.    

Most TV’s that say “smart tv‘” really mean “connected tv” with 

integrated Ethernet or Wifi.   

 

Google TV is the only Smart TV on the market right now.  You 

are able to save information on the TV as it is directly con-

nected to the internet.         

 

Connected TV can search within the TV for Apps like Netflix in 

which you have a paid account to stream movies.  Your inter-

net connection is required for Roku and is connected to the TV 

with an HDMI plug.   

Apps like Amazon will give you instant videos for free if you 

have a Prime account. 

 

You must have at least 5 mps but 10 is much better for stream-

ing.  Wired connections are faster and safest.    

For live programs like the Sports Center, you need to have a 

Comcast account. 

 

You can surf the internet on your TV, watch U-tube videos or 

get on Facebook and really enjoy pictures.   

 

As always, when you sign in to your accounts, there will be the 

warning that says you do not have permission to download and 

distribute any content they offer.   

 

If you go to the club website, www.cccgc.info on the right hand 

side, you will see the link for Smart TV, Scott Baty and you will 

be able to go over this information in a step-by-step format. 

You will be able to compare each product to see which is best 

suited for you.   

 

 

 
 
Lydia 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.cccgc.info/
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For the latest Classes & Events Calendar 

Please click on the link below 

 

For more information go to 

www.cccgc.info 

View/download Bytes 

Please be sure to  

register online for 

classes 
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PROMOTING COMPUTER LITERACY AND EDUCATION IN CHARLOTTE COUNTY 

We’re on the 

Web 

www.cccgc.net 

Articles in the Bytes are courtesy  

of the following Tech Sites 

Into Windows 

http://www.cccgc.info
http://www.howtogeek.com/
http://makeuseof.com/
http://www.ghacks.net/
https://windowssecrets.com/
http://dottech.org/
http://intowindows.com
http://www.davescomputertips.com/
http://cccgc.info/?page_id=35
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Upgrading To Windows 10 From Windows 7/8.1     

Pirated       

Windows 10 development is in full swing and the final version is expected 

to be released in the next few months. Windows 10 will ship with new Start menu, redesigned Start screen, digital personal as-

sistant called Cortana, new Edge web browser, universal Windows apps, Windows Hello (login using face recognition), and 

more. 

As many of you likely know, Windows 10 will be a free upgrade to existing PC users running genuine Windows 7 or Windows 

8.1. While upgrading from Windows 7 or Windows 8.1, users will be able to keep all personal files such as documents and pic-

tures, most of the installed programs, and Windows settings. 

Free Windows 10 upgrade from Windows 7 and Windows 8.1 

The free upgrade from previous versions of Windows to Windows 10 is applicable to uses who upgrade in the first year after 

the official release of Windows 10 RTM. Once upgraded to Windows 10, users will receive all future updates without any limita-

tions. 

Upgrading to Windows 10 from non-genuine Windows 7/8.1 

Although most computer users are running genuine Windows 7/8.1, there are millions of users who are using non-genuine or 

pirated Windows 7 and Windows 8.1 for variety of reasons. As per the official Windows Blog, users who have non-genuine or 

pirated copies of Windows 7 and Windows 8.1 will not be allowed to upgrade to Windows 10 for free. 

However, as with the case of previous versions, people running pirated copies of Windows 7 and Windows 8.1 will be able to 

upgrade to Windows 10. In other words, if you have pirated Windows 7 or Windows 8.1, you’ll be able to upgrade to Windows 

10 but the license will continue to remain non-genuine. In simple words, one can’t get genuine copy of Windows 10 by 

upgrading pirated Windows 7 or Windows 8.1 installation to Windows 10. 

That said, Microsoft will also offer very attractive Windows 10 upgrade offers to non-genuine Windows 7 and Windows 8 users. 

At this stage, there is no additional information available about the upgrade offer for non-genuine users. 

Those of you who can’t wait for the RTM build of Windows 10 can download and install the latest preview build. After 

downloading the ISO image of Windows 10, create a bootable USB to install Windows 10 from USB flash drive. 

Are you running non-genuine Windows 7/8? 

 

Charlotte County Computer 

Group 

Information: (941) 585-0356 

(941) 625-4175 x244  

Official publication of the Charlotte County  

Computer Group Corporation 

2280 Aaron Street 

Port Charlotte, FL 33952 

Charlotte Bytes 

Into Windows 
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Microsoft Announces Various Windows 10 Editions 

   May 18, 2015 by Jim Hillier  

In a recent blog announcement, Microsoft has finally revealed its 

range of editions for Windows 10. As far as home users are 

concerned, Windows 10 will ship in three separate consumer 

versions; Home, Pro, and Mobile. 

With three separate editions available for enterprise. 

According to the announcement: 

Windows 10 Home is the equivalent of Windows 8/8.1, a con-

sumer-based edition of Windows 10 that will most likely come 

pre-installed on the majority of new devices. The Home edition 

will include Cortana, the personal digital assistant; the new Mi-

crosoft Edge web browser; Continuum tablet mode for touch-capable devices; and Windows Hello face-recognition, iris and fin-

gerprint login. 

Windows 10 Pro includes all the features of Home plus additional professional/business orientated features. At this stage, Micro-

soft has not provided a full comparison of features between Home and Pro. However, if Windows 8/8.1 is anything to go by, the 

Home edition will likely lack features such as Group Policy, BitLocker Encryption, and Remote Desktop Connection. 

Windows 10 Mobile, as the name suggests, is specifically designed for smaller, mobile, 

touch-centric devices such as smartphones and small tablets. It boasts the same, new 

universal Windows apps that are included in Windows 10 Home, as well as the new 

touch-optimized version of Office. 

Windows 10 will also ship in three enterprise editions – Windows 10 Enterprise, Win-

dows 10 Education, and Windows 10 Mobile Enterprise. 

Read the Microsoft blog announcement in full here: Introducing Windows 10 Editions  

http://blogs.windows.com/bloggingwindows/2015/05/13/introducing-windows-10-editions/ 

Microsoft’s announcement also includes confirmation of the free upgrade: 

    As we announced earlier this year, for the first time ever, we are offering the full versions of Windows 10 Home, Windows 10 

Mobile and Windows 10 Pro as a free and easy upgrade for qualifying Windows 7, Windows 8.1 and Windows Phone 8.1 devices 

that upgrade in the first year after launch.** Once you upgrade, you have Windows 10 for free on that device 

At this stage it remains unclear exactly how the upgrade process will work between editions but, if history is anything to go by, it 

will likely be existing edition to like edition: 

    Windows 7 Home editions —–> Windows 10 Home 

    Windows 7 Pro & Ultimate editions —–> Windows 10 Pro 

    Windows 8/8.1 —–> Windows 10 Home 

    Windows 8/8.1 Pro —–> Windows 10 Pro 

I must say, I’m a bit disappointed Microsoft hasn’t taken this opportunity to merge Home  and Pro into a single consumer orien-

tated Windows 10 and, in the process, put a stop to all the confusion. 

http://blogs.windows.com/bloggingwindows/2015/05/13/introducing-windows-10-editions/
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Windows 10: 5 Things I like 

 Martin Brinkmann on May 3, 2015 in Windows - Last Update: May 4, 

2015  

I'm fairly critical when it comes to new software versions regardless of whether it is an update to a web browser I use (Firefox) or 

the underlying operating system (Windows 10). 

Part of that comes from me using a program or system for a long period of time in specific ways that often get torpedoed by up-

dates. 

Windows 8 was no exception to the rule and while Microsoft seems to have 

changed its course in regards to development in Windows 10, it is offering an ex-

perience that is often completely different to what you may have used before. 

This article is about features that I like in Windows 10. Those are not all of them 

obviously but the ones listed below have made an impact on my day to day work 

routine. 

Search 

Search is not really that different from the way it was in Windows 8 or even Win-

dows 7. You tap on the Windows-key, type your phrase and pick one of the re-

sults. 

What I like about the presentation in Windows 10 is that it highlights the best hit which makes it easier to identify and pick it. 

While Microsoft sorted search results before, for instance on Windows 7 into programs, files and other data types, it never high-

lighted a specific result before. 

It is clear that this is mostly a cosmetic change but those may often be more useful than complete rewrites of features. 

Since I'm using Windows on the desktop, I don't have any use for Cortana yet. This could change if Microsoft adds full dictation 

support to the digital assistant similar to how Dragon Naturally Speaking works. 

Window snapping 

Microsoft introduced window snapping in Windows 7. I love the feature and use it regularly to display two windows side by side on 

my 1920x1080 screen without having to adjust size and position of those windows manually. 

All it takes is a little drag and drop action to do so. 

Snapping evolves in Windows 10 as you get more snap options. While you can still snap windows to the side so that they take up 

half the space, or to the top to maximize them, it is now also possible to snap them to the top/bottom left or right so that they 

take up a quarter of space on the desktop. 

This allows you to display four windows next to each other similar to how you are able to display two on Windows 7. 

Windows highlights the area the window will be displayed in when you start to drag so that you can control that easily. 

Command Prompt 

Char lot te  Bytes  
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Windows 10: 5 Things I like 

 

While I don't use the command prompt too of-

ten, I do use it regularly to run commands or test 

new programs that run from it. 

The command prompt has not really changed that 

much in recent versions of Windows, but that is 

going to change when Windows 10 comes along. 

For instance, copying always felt broken and use-

ful features such as paste were not even available 

at all. 

Now you can use Ctrl-c to copy selected text (or 

the current line) and use Ctrl-v to paste text right 

into the command line. 

There are more shortcuts to explore which may improve how you work on the command line. 

Windowed apps 

This one I like a lot. Instead of being forced to 

run all apps full screen, or snap them to one 

side of it, you run them in windows now. 

Not all apps are designed for that unfortunately 

which means that you may run into compatibil-

ity issues with some older apps. 

Most apps do work fine however . What I like 

the most about this is that you don't switch 

between two interfaces anymore when you run 

apps. 

On Windows 8, you had to run apps on the 

Start Screen which meant switching to it when-

ever you wanted to do so. 

On Windows 10, you run apps from the start 

menu and they open up in windows on the 

desktop. That's an improvement. 

No Charms menu 

The Charms menu was terrible as it made no sense to have it in first place on the desktop and even on mobile, it felt misplaced 

and terrible. 

Good news is that Microsoft removed the Charms menu in Windows 10. Part of its functionality went into the new start menu, 

some into controls offered by windows and another part into the new notification center. 
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Why I’m Excited About Win-

dows 10 (And You Should Be 

Too)   

Windows 10 is shaping up to be really, really good. I’ve been running it as my primary OS on 

my Surface Pro 3 since early April (release 10041), and I’m getting really excited for the final 

product. 

Microsoft has taken the things that worked with Windows 8.1, the things we missed from Windows 7, and some of the best fea-

tures from Windows Phone and rolled them into their new OS. The best part though, is that it all fits together and is working 

really well. 

RELATED ARTICLE   6 Great Windows 10 Features You Can Get Today on Windows 7 or 8 

Windows 10 contains some great new features. if you’re a Windows 8 user, you may be tempted to upgrade just... [Read Article]  

http://www.howtogeek.com/197980/6-great-windows-10-features-you-can-get-today-on-windows-7-or-8/ 

My Surface is dual booting 10 and 8.1, but running 10 almost exclusively. All of my other PCs are running 8.1, and I’ve started 

having a repeated experience on them. I’ve started sitting down at stable, solid windows 8.1 and missing features of 10. I find my-

self wishing for the Start Menu, which I haven’t used (or missed) for over a year. I groan when I open a Modern/Metro app and it 

demands to eat an entire screen. I don’t care about the voice command aspect, but Cortana’s information is useful and really 

handy. Because I miss these things when they’re gone, I know 

they’re good. That’s the sign of a good update. 

High End Performance on Low End Hardware 

Through the 90’s and the early 2000’s Windows put on 

weight. Upgrading to 95, 98, 2000, XP, or Vista required a 

serious assessment of your hardware. Usually that assessment 

ended with the realization that a hardware upgrade was 

needed to handle the software upgrade. This was so fre-

quently the case that the common practice was not to up-

grade the OS, but just to buy a new PC. Luckily that ended 

with Vista. 

RELATED ARTICLE     Bloatware Banished: Windows 10 

Eliminates the Need to Ever Reinstall Windows on 

New PCs 

Geeks often immediately reinstall Windows on their new PCs to get a completely clean system. Thanks to a change in Windows... 

[Read Article]  http://www.howtogeek.com/216751/bloatware-banished-windows-10-eliminates-the-need-to-ever-reinstall-

windows-on-new-pcs/ 

Windows 7 is lighter weight than Vista (You can run it on a netbook!), 8 is lighter than 7, and 10 is the least resource intense of 

the bunch. That’s really pretty amazing when you think about it. The best part about this is it makes upgrading a no-brainer. You 

can put Windows 10 on that laptop you have on the shelf, it’ll probably be fine. Aunt Sue’s 6 year old Dell desktop? It’ll run 10 

like a champ. That machine you cobbled together from spare parts for your friend? Upgrade to 10 with confidence. Not only will 

Windows 10 run on most modern computers without issue, but anyone currently running 7 or 8 will be able to upgrade for free. 

The Start Menu is Back, and Better than Before 

The new Start Menu combines the convenience and familiarity people like with the instant information of the Start Screen’s Live 

Tiles. These really shine on touch screen devices, but fall flat in a keyboard and mouse configuration. I know I’m in a small minor-

ity of people who appreciate the Start Screen. I also recognize that it’s kind of dumb on a non-touch system. 

           Continued on next page 

http://www.howtogeek.com/197980/6-great-windows-10-features-you-can-get-today-on-windows-7-or-8/
http://www.howtogeek.com/216751/bloatware-banished-windows-10-eliminates-the-need-to-ever-reinstall-windows-on-new-pcs/
http://www.howtogeek.com/216751/bloatware-banished-windows-10-eliminates-the-need-to-ever-reinstall-windows-on-new-pcs/
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Why I’m Excited About Windows 10 (And You Should 

Be Too)  Continued from page 9 

For the uninitiated, a Live Tile is a big icon for an application that 

can also display information from the app. The perfect example is a 

weather app. At first glance it’s just an icon, after a second it “flips” 

and you now get a quick look at the current temperature, today’s 

high and low, precipitation info, and an alert if there is severe 

weather. You can get all the information you need without having to 

open the application. 

The new Start Menu is the best of both worlds. Traditionalists will 

get their list of installed applications back and fans of the Start 

Screen will get to have their Live Tiles. And the very best part? It 

looks and works better than either the Start Screen or the Win-

dows 7 Start Menu. 

Cortana 

Cortana provides live information relevant to things you’ve told her you want to know about. 

Cortana is one of the least understood new features in Windows. If you know anything about Cortana (outside of Halo), it’s 

probably that it/she is Microsoft’s direct competitor to Apple’s Siri on iOS. I, and the other 37 people who use Windows Phone 

have had Cortana around for a while. The voice commands are nice, but I rarely use them. I do use Cortana constantly on my 

phone though. 

Cortana provides you a quick glance at a lot of stuff with a single click. Spend a little time telling her what you’re into and you’ll 

be well rewarded. Like sports? Cortana will tell you when the next game is, what the current score is, or whether your team was 

victorious. Interested in the news? She’ll show you the top headlines for news topics you’re interested in. Weather update? She’s 

got it. 

Instead of opening your News, Sports, and Weather apps, just click on Cortana and scroll through. If you see something you’re 

interested in, clicking on it will take you directly to the app the information was pulled from or do a web search for you. Cortana 

will also take quick notes for you and provide reminders. Nothing critical, but all really nice to have at the touch of a button. 

Major Improvement for Modern/Metro Apps 

There are some genuinely great apps for Windows 8.1. No, seriously, there are. There aren’t a lot of them, but there are some 

really good ones. The two I use the most are NBC Sports Live Extra and Fox Sports Go. Both give me access to sporting events 

I can’t get on TV. Both apps improve on what their providers offer on their websites. Windows 8.1 forces me to use them in full 

screen mode. At my desk, on a multi-monitor setup, this isn’t a deal breaker. On a single screen system it’s a big problem. Not 

only can the app only be full screen, it must own the screen. Opening anything else on the same screen minimizes the app, which 

may as well close it. Windows 10 fixes that. 

Windows 10 allows you to “window” Metro/Modern apps, a novel concept in an operating system called “Windows”. The up-

shot here is that I can listen in to a sporting event on Fox Sports Go, while continuing to use my computer to get work done. 

The app no longer demands to have full reign over a screen. 

This opens the door for lots of other apps too. I downloaded some system monitor apps for 8.1 an eternity ago, but abandoned 

them because of the full screen problem. These apps and others like them can have new life now that they won’t require the 

entire screen. 

 

                    Conclusion on page 18 
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How to remove Windows 10 upgrade updates in Windows 7 and 8 

By Martin Brinkmann on April 17, 2015 in Tutorials - Last Update: April 17, 2015 31 

Microsoft will ship Windows 10 later this year and with it comes an offer to upgrade existing versions of Windows to the oper-

ating system for free. 

Since the majority of Windows users probably does not know about that offer as they may not read tech sites at all or only spo-

radically, Microsoft pushed updates to Windows 7 and Windows 8 systems that prepare the system for the update. 

At least one of the updates, KB 3035583, appears to have been designed to advertise Windows 10 once it comes out. 

While that may make sense, some users may not want to upgrade their system to Windows 10 after all. If you prefer to keep 

using Windows 7 or even Windows 8, there is no reason to keep these updates installed on the computer. 

How many updates we are talking about? 

    KB 3035583 - According to Microsoft, this update enables "additional capabilities for Windows Update notifications 

when new updates are available".  https://support.microsoft.com/en-gb/kb/3035583 

    KB 2952664 - Labeled a compatibility upgrade for upgrading Windows 7, its purpose is to "make improvements to 

the current operating system in order to ease the upgrade experience to the latest version of Windows".  https://

support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/2952664/ 

    KB 2976978 - A compatibility update for Windows 8.1 and Windows 8 which "performs diagnostics on the Windows 

system [..] to determine whether compatibility issues may be encountered when the latest Windows operating system is in-

stalled.  https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/2976978/ 

    KB 3021917 - Does the same as KB 2976978 but on Windows 7.  https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/3021917/ 

    KB 3044374 - This update for Windows 8.1 enables systems to upgrade from the current operating system to a later 

version of Windows.  https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/3044374/ 

    KB 2990214 . Does the same as KB 3044374 but on Windows 7.  https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/2990214/ 

Those are the updates currently provided by Microsoft. 

Remove those updates from Windows 

First thing you may want to do is find out whether those updates are installed. If they are installed, you can remove them from 

the system and block them from being installed again. 

Do the following to check if an update is installed: 

   1. Tap on the Windows-key, type cmd and hit enter. 

   2. Type powershell and hit enter. 

   3. Use the command get-hotfix -id KB3035583 to find out whether the update is installed 

    To speed things up, query for all updates in a single command like this: get-hotfix -id KB3035583, 

KB2952664,KB2976978,KB3021917,KB3044374,KB2990214   
Conctinued on page 12 

https://support.microsoft.com/en-gb/kb/3035583
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/2952664/
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/2952664/
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/2976978/
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/3021917/
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/3044374/
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/2990214/
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How to remove Windows 10 upgrade updates in Windows 7 and 8 

Obviously, only updates provided for 

the operating system may be installed. 

The updates on the screenshot above 

have been found on a system running 

Windows 7. 

You can use the command line to 

remove Windows Patches as well. 

    1.If you are still in Powershell type 

exit to leave. 

    2.Use the command wusa /uninstall /

kb:2952664 to uninstall a patch 

This removes the update that you have 

specified from the system. You will get 

a prompt for that and need to run the 

command for all updates separately. 

Note that you may get a restart prompt after uninstalling updates. Complete the process before you do so. 

Windows Update will pick up those updates again after you restart the computer. Since you don't want them to be installed again, 

you need to block those updates from being installed. 

Tap on the Windows key, type Windows Update 

and hit enter. 

    If the updates are not listed on the page, per-

form a manual check for updates. 

    Click on "x important updates are available" af-

terwards. 

    Right-click on any of the Windows 10 related 

updates and select "hide update" from the listing. 

Doing so blocks these updates from being installed 

automatically on the system. 

While you should not see any side-effects after 

the removal, it may be a good idea to monitor the 

system after the removal to make sure that this is 

indeed the case. 

Conclusion from page 18 

 

See us on the Web 

www.cccgc.net 
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How to move Windows 10 apps to another drive to save space 

While most apps for Windows 10 are considerable small in size, there are some games and larger apps available for the system 

that occupy hundreds of Megabytes or even more than that. 

This may not be an issue if you have plenty of space available, but if your main drive is running low on space, you may want to con-

sider moving heavy apps to another drive to free up space on the main drive. 

Microsoft improved how this is done recently as it was previously necessary to perform a lengthy operation on the command line. 

The new method uses the settings menu and requires no command line usage or special permissions at all anymore. 

To get started, open the settings menu. This can be done with a click on the start button and selecting settings from there if it is 

displayed. If it is not displayed, tap on the Windows-key, type settings and pick the result instead. 

This opens a new settings window which works similar to the Windows control panel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the System screen, 

select installed apps. 

This retrieves the list of 

installed applications on 

the device and computes 

their size on disk. Note 

that this may take a mo-

ment depending on how 

many apps you have in-

stalled and how fast the 

PC is you are using. 

 

  

            Continued on page 14 
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How to move Windows 10 apps to another drive to save 

space     Conclusion from page 13 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note that Windows mixes desktop programs and apps in the listing and that there is no option provided to filter only by apps. 

All applications are sorted by size but you can use filters at the top to change that or use the search to find particular apps you 

are interested in. 

To move an app on Windows 10 click on it in the interface. This displays buttons to move or to uninstall it. 

Select move as your option and the drive you want to move the app to when the prompt comes up. 

The app is moved to the drive which may take a moment. Once done, it is stored on the selected drive. Windows creates sev-

eral folders on the drive related to that app. 

The WindowsApps folder in root stores all apps and the files they ship with. There is also a [user] and a WpSystem folder in 

root which contain cache, settings and other data that is generated by the app or system. 

All applications that you move to the same drive use the same folder structure. 

Closing Words 

Moving apps to another drive can be useful if you run out of disk space or want an app to run from another drive. An option to 

move apps in bulk would certainly be useful as you would not have to perform the same operation over and over again for all 

apps you want to move to another drive on the system. 
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Addition Information from:     Into Windows 

Windows 10 Editions For Desktop PCs   

http://www.intowindows.com/windows-10-editions-for-desktop-pcs/ 

    You Can Upgrade To Windows 10 Preview Without Losing Installed Programs*   

http://www.intowindows.com/you-can-upgrade-to-windows-10-preview-without-losing-installed-programs/   

    New Trackpad Gestures Coming To Windows 10  

http://www.intowindows.com/new-trackpad-gestures-coming-to-windows-10/ 

    Download Windows 10 9926 ISO   

http://www.intowindows.com/download-windows-10-9926-iso/ 

    How To Show Hard Drive Partitions Under Home Folder In Windows 10   

http://www.intowindows.com/how-to-show-hard-drive-partitions-under-home-folder-in-windows-10/ 

    How To Automatically Login In Windows 10   

http://www.intowindows.com/how-to-automatically-login-in-windows-10/ 

    Windows 10 Lets You Pin Recycle Bin To The Taskbar  

http://www.intowindows.com/pin-recycle-bin-to-taskbar-windows-10/ 

    How To Create App Shorcuts On Desktop In Windows 10   

http://www.intowindows.com/how-to-create-app-shorcuts-on-desktop-in-windows-10/ 

    Get Old Windows 7 Like Calculator In Windows 10    

http://www.intowindows.com/calculator-windows-10/ 

    How To Delete Windows.old Folder In Windows 10   

http://www.intowindows.com/how-to-delete-windows-old-folder-in-windows-10/ 
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Bloatware Banished: Windows 10 Eliminates the Need to Ever 

Reinstall Windows on New PCs  

Geeks often immediately reinstall Windows on their new PCs to 

get a completely clean system. Thanks to a change in Windows 10, 

you can get a fresh copy of Windows on any PC without 

downloading an ISO file and reinstalling Windows. 

Microsoft is changing the way Refresh and Reset works in Windows 10. Computer manufacturers won’t be able to pollute the 

recovery image with their own software and modifications. Manufacturer-provided software is stored separately. 

PC Manufacturers Polluted Windows 8’s Recovery Images 

RELATED ARTICLE 

Refreshing Your PC Won’t Help: Why Bloatware is Still a Problem on Windows 8 

Bloatware is still a big problem on new Windows 8 and 8.1 PCs. Some websites will tell you that you... [Read Article]  http://

www.howtogeek.com/174587/refreshing-your-pc-wont-help-why-bloatware-is-still-a-problem-on-windows-8/ 

Windows 8’s refresh and reset feature was a nice improvement over the recovery partitions necessary with previous versions of 

Windows. However, these functions didn’t give you a completely fresh Windows system unless you installed Windows yourself 

— or purchased a clean computer from a Microsoft Store. 

Computer manufacturers had the ability to set a custom “recovery image.” PC manufacturers used this to make an image of the 

Windows system with their drivers installed — and all the other junk software they added to their PCs was installed in the re-

covery image, too. If you have a Lenovo laptop that shipped with Superfish, using the built-in Windows refresh or reset feature 

will likely bring Superfish back. Superfish and all the other junk is part of that recovery image. 

There’s a good reason for this — it allows manufacturers to build their drivers and other important utilities into the base system 

so they come back whenever a user refreshes their PC. However, it means there’s no way to get a clean Windows system with-

out downloading Windows 8 or 8.1 from Microsoft, burning the ISO file or creating a USB installer, and installing Windows from 

scratch. 

Windows 10’s New Recovery System 

RELATED ARTICLE         How Computer Manufacturers Are Paid to Make Your Laptop Worse 

A laptop is a marvel of engineering. So much work goes into designing and manufacturing all the individual pieces of... [Read Arti-

cle]      http://www.howtogeek.com/163303/how-computer-manufacturers-are-paid-to-make-your-laptop-worse/ 

This news was revealed in a Microsoft blog post titled “How Windows 10 achieves its compact footprint.” Windows 10 has a 

new recovery system that works in an entirely different way. Most people focused on the storage improvements and missed the 

implications for manufacturer-installed junkware. 
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Bloatware Banished: Windows 10 Eliminates the Need 

to Ever Reinstall Windows on New PCs  

Conclusion from page 16 

While Windows 8 used a recovery image that manufacturers could customize, Windows 10 uses a more intelligent system that 

rebuilds Windows in-place without the need for a separate recovery image. The system is cleaned up and the latest files are kept 

— this means you also won’t have to install Windows Updates after refreshing or resetting your PC. Here’s how Microsoft ex-

plained it: 

    “We are also redesigning Windows’ Refresh and Reset functionalities to no longer use a separate recovery image 

(often preinstalled by manufacturers today) in order to bring Windows devices back to a pristine state.” 

Manufacturers Can Still Add Pre-installed Software, But… 

Rather than restoring Windows to a previous point in time using the refresh image, the refresh and reset functionalities will 

“bring Windows devices back to a pristine state” by restoring them to a known-good state with only built-in Windows software 

installed. 

PC manufacturers will still be able to customize the computer’s state after the refresh or reset — for example, adding their own 

hardware drivers and any other software they want, including junkware like Superfish. For the average computer user doing a 

typical refresh or reset, the experience will likely be similar to today. 

However, Windows will restore the system to a known-good state before installing the manufacturer-provided software and 

configuration changes. These changes will be stored separately in a different package. You’ll be able to delete this manufacturer-

provided package of software and changes from a Windows 10 PC and then run a refresh or reset. This will restore your com-

puter to a fresh state with only Microsoft’s own Windows software installed and no manufacturer-provided junkware installed. 

Just Delete a File and Refresh or Reset 

RELATED ARTICLE 

How to Download Windows 7, 8, and 8.1 Installation Media — Legally 

You can reinstall Windows from scratch using the product key that came with your PC, but you’ll have to find... [Read Article]   

http://www.howtogeek.com/186775/how-to-download-windows-7-8-and-8.1-installation-media-legally/ 

Today, getting a fresh image requires performing a full reinstall of Windows today. This means downloading a Windows 7, 8, or 

8.1 ISO file from Microsoft, putting it on installation media, and installing it from scratch. 

On Windows 10, you’ll just need to remove a manufacturer-provided package of changes and refresh or reset your PC to get a 

fresh Windows system. 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

This doesn’t actually solve the “crapware” problem for everyone. Less knowledgeable users will likely still end up with PCs filled 

with bloatware after performing a normal refresh or reset. But geeks will at least be able to get a fresh system much more 

quickly. And average users will be able to find these instructions, make a quick change, and refresh their PCs to get a fresh system 

— it’s easier than a full reinstall. 

We don’t have all the final details — Windows 10 isn’t even finished yet! But the change to the way the refresh and reset image 

works is a big step in the right direction from Microsoft. If only Windows asked whether you wanted to install the manufacturer-

provided software — and which bits of that software — when you refreshed or reset it. 
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How to remove Windows 10 upgrade updates in Windows 

7 and 8         Conclusion from page 12 

Related Articles 

    How to remove installed Windows Updates and block them afterwards  http://

www.ghacks.net/2014/12/11/how-to-remove-installed-windows-updates-and-block-them-afterwards/ 

    Remove Corrupt Windows Updates With Windows Update Regenerator    http://

www.ghacks.net/2012/03/13/remove-corrupt-windows-updates-with-windows-update-regenerator/ 

    Endless Reboot Vista To Windows 7 Upgrade Problems  http://www.ghacks.net/2009/10/26/endless-

reboot-vista-to-windows-7-upgrade-problems/ 

 

 

 

Why I’m Excited About Windows 10 (And You Should 

Be Too)  Conclusion from page 10 

 

RELATED ARTICLE 

Windows 10 Includes a Linux-Style Package Manager Named “OneGet” 

Forget the Windows Store. Microsoft is working on a Linux-style package management framework for Windows, and it’s included 

with Windows... [Read Article]  http://www.howtogeek.com/200334/windows-10-includes-a-linux-style-package-manager-named-

oneget/ 

That’s just the start of it. I haven’t even touched on the Edge browser (formerly Project Spartan), Microsoft Hello, Universal Apps, 

Convergence, cloud syncing settings, or the improved security model. And that’s just on PCs! Windows 10 will be powering Win-

dows Phone, Xbox One, Surface Hub… They’ve even got a version that will run on Raspberry Pi (the system on a chip, not the 

dessert). 

Windows 10 is shaping up to be great. It’s still in developer preview, so there are bugs, but it’s showing a lot of promise. Microsoft 

has been soliciting a great deal of feedback from those of us playing with it. The folks in Redmond, WA appear to be listening to 

what we’re saying too, which is a nice change. The end result should be a very solid, very usable, really cool new version of Win-

dows. It’s something I am genuinely excited about. 


